
Imperial Bunker 

Unlike it’s close relative the ubiquitous Imperial Bastion, bunkers are much more 

commonly seen on the battlefields of the 41
st
 milenium. Their pre-fabricated walls 

and simple-yet-functional design means they’re easily and quickly assembled 

before being transported to the front lines. Even though most are deployed as part 

of a static defense force,  it is also commonplace to see bunkers used as forward 

command posts, field communication stations and even emergency medical 

facilities.  

The protection afforded by such a builidng makes it popular with the higher ranking 

Imperial officers: from within it’s ferrocrete walls orders can be safely issued and 

manouvers discussed around the table without fear of an unexpected intrusion or 

lucky artillery strike.  

So while exact designs may vary (Some airborne Imperial Guard Regiments have 

been known to make use of ‘Drop Bunkers’), the bunker remains a formidable 

asset to any general.  

(Note that this design is for an ‘Imperial Bunker’.  I hope it goes without saying that other 

races would have access to similar units, so while this version has specifc rules, players 

should feel free to invent their own rules and unique models). 

Points: 50 
Composition: One Bunker 

Terrain Type: Small Building, Capacity 12 Infantry Models. (Armour 13) 

Weapons: None 

Access points: As per Model 

Fire Points: The bunker has one large fire point on the front facing. During the 

owning player’s shooting phase, up to 5 weapons may shoot from the fire point. 

Owing to the size and design of the firing slit, these shots can be of any weapon 

type except Template. Blast weapons can fire out as normal. 

Similarly, if an enemy unit charges the building against its front facing the squad 

inside may fire over watch so long as they obey the restrictions above.   

Options 

 Add one of the Following 

o Comms Relay (Page 104 of the Rulebook)…………………20pts 

o Icarus Lascannon………………………… …………………..35pts 

o Quad Gun…….…………………………………………………50pts 

   (For attributes of weapons, see the warhammer 40k rulebook) 

Special Rules: 

Defensive Network: Bunkers are very rarely deployed as a single entity, more 

commonly forming part of an established network of defences: placed at 

chokepoints or any other strategic locations.  

To represent this, players may take an additional 0-2 Aegis defence lines as part of 

the same fortification slot on the FOC at the costs listed in the rulebook. Any 

additional defences must link to the bunker at least once and form an unbroken 

chain. 

Communications Hub: Bunkers are used by officers to review tactics in relative 

calm before issuing their orders. To represent this increased efficiency any model 

with the Senior Officer or Junior Officer rule extends their command radius by 6’’ 

as long as they are within (or on top of) the bunker model.  


